History of Historical Science

Type of the course: Mandatory
Prerequisites: Basic knowledge of cultural history of Europe and the world from the times of Antiquity till the early twentieth century. Upper-intermediate or advanced reading and speaking skills in English.

ECTS workload: 4

Course Overview

The workload involves mandatory participation in and preparation for in-class discussions and writing assignments of original essays. Intended Learning Outcomes:

- Know the key features of text and narrative as historical sources, such as author, edition, original text, copy, amongst others.
- Be able to define the main stages in the history of historical source, characterize different texts and narratives, apply various approaches whilst analyzing texts.
- Explains the purpose of historic structure reports, describes their value to the preservation of significant historic properties, outlines how reports are commissioned and prepared.

Other related products:

Audience: Architects, engineers, property managers and others involved in the preservation of historic buildings would find this brief informative.

Product Details

Historic structure reports are prepared for many different types of structures with various intended uses. Examples include courthouses and state capitol's still serving their historic function, such as the Wisconsin State Capitol (above); significant properties that are to be rehabilitated and adaptively reused; and properties that are to be preserved or restored as house museums.

Too often in the past, the cultural integrity of countless buildings...has been compromised by approaches to restorations grounded on personal whim, willful romanticism, and expedient notions of repair...The preparation of a historic structure report is the first step in adopting a disciplined approach to the care of a historic building.

Unit 1 Research and Preparation - Read online for free.

However, because advertising is expensive and space limited, they tend to use abbreviations to describe roles in as few words as possible. Write the full meanings of the following abbreviations using the words below. agency annum clean current curriculum driving earnings experience license of on per point sale target vitae week.

1 CCDL ___current clean driving license_____ 2 CV ___Curriculum vitae____ 3 EXP ____Experience_____.

list of numbered sections in report and their page numbers.

Introduction.

terms of reference outline of report's structure.

Body. headings and sub-headings which reflect the contents of each section. Includes information on method of data collection (if applicable), the findings of the report and discussion of findings in light of theory. CONCLUSION. states the major inferences that can be drawn from the discussion makes recommendations.

REFERENCE LIST. list of reference material consulted during research for report. APPENDIX. information that supports your analysis but is not essential to its